Background: The brain is extensively vascularized, uses ~20% of the body's oxygen, and is highly sensitive to changes in oxygen. While synaptic plasticity and memory are impaired in healthy individuals by exposure to mild hypoxia, aged individuals appear to be even more sensitive. Aging is associated with progressive failure in pulmonary and cardiovascular systems, exposing the aged to both chronic and superimposed acute hypoxia. The HIF proteins, the "master regulators" of the cellular response to hypoxia, are robustly expressed in neurons and astrocytes. Astrocytes support neurons and synaptic plasticity via complex metabolic and trophic mechanisms. The activity of HIF proteins in the brain is diminished with aging, and the increased exposure to chronic and acute hypoxia with aging combined with diminished HIF activity may impair synaptic plasticity. Purpose: Herein, we test the hypothesis that astrocyte HIF supports synaptic plasticity and learning upon hypoxia. Materials and Methods: An Astrocyte-specific HIF loss-of-function model was employed, where knock-out of HIF-1α or HIF-2α in GFAP expressing cells was accomplished by cremediated recombination. Animals were tested for behavioral (open field and rotarod), learning (passive avoidance paradigm), and electrophysiological (long term potentiation) responses to mild hypoxic challenge.
Introduction
Aging can be accompanied by a spectrum of progressive organ system dysfunctions, including heart failure, COPD, anemia, cerebrovascular disease, and others, all of which result in chronic systemic hypoxia. 1 These chronic disease states are subject to periods of acute exacerbation that further increase the level of hypoxic stress. Each of these diseases has also been associated with cognitive impairment. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] Even in healthy individuals, 15, 16 exposure to mild-moderate hypoxia or anemic hypoxia [17] [18] [19] [20] is known
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leiton et al to cause cognitive impairment. Evidence suggests that even modest levels of hypoxia may impair brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) synthesis and synaptic plasticity. 21, 22 With aging in humans and in rodent models, memory appears to be more greatly impacted by hypoxia. [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] The HIF transcription system 29 is the "master" regulator of the cellular response to hypoxia. 30, 31 Under normoxia, HIF-α subunits are hydroxylated and degraded. Under hypoxic conditions, HIF degradation is suppressed, resulting in HIF stabilization and accumulation. 32 Effective HIF function is required for hypoxic sensing, 33 adaptation to hypoxia, and cellular function in all organs including the brain [34] [35] [36] and in regions such as the hippocampus. 30, 37 HIF transcriptionally regulates hundreds of hypoxia-responsive genes, 38, 39 the products of which balance oxygen availability, delivery, and changes in metabolism to adjust for its decrease, all to ultimately result in cell survival. 40 Aging is characterized by diminished HIF activity in many organs, including the brain. [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] Several reports describe altered HIF function with aging that include increased cytoplasmic localization, 47 reduced DNA binding, 48 and decreased HIF target gene expression. 49 Aging coincides with diminished HIF-1α in the rodent brain, 42, 46, 48, [50] [51] [52] but HIF-2α has received considerably less attention. In the aged murine brain, HIF-1α stabilization is impaired and HIF-2α stabilization is maximally elevated at baseline, unable to increase in response to hypoxic stress. 46 In addition, the expression of prolyl hydroxylases critical in regulating HIF-α degradation is abnormal 46 and the level of erythropoietin (EPO), a canonical HIF target gene, is markedly diminished at baseline and does not increase under hypoxic stress. 53 Finally, vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), a major HIF-1α target gene, is induced under hypoxic stress in aged animals to a significantly reduced degree than in young animals. 51, 53 All of these features highlight molecular signatures of impaired hypoxic response associated with aging. An insidious loss of HIF activity therefore appears to collide with an ever-increasing exposure to chronic and acute hypoxia with aging. While HIF transcriptionally controls thousands of genes involved in the hypoxic response, the role of HIF in learning and synaptic plasticity has received relatively little attention. [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] Astrocytes are key integrators of synaptic plasticity, performing and regulating processes that support synaptic function and hippocampal-related behavior 61 to include modulating ions, signaling proteins and neurotransmitters, [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] providing metabolic 53, 56, 69 and trophic 53, 65, [70] [71] [72] supports, and modulating neurovascular coupling. [73] [74] [75] Similar processes have been shown to be regulated by HIF proteins in other systems, raising the question of whether HIF modulates these processes required for synaptic functions upon hypoxia in the brain.
Here, we test the hypothesis that astrocyte HIF supports learning under mild-moderate hypoxia, as is frequently seen with chronic and acute exacerbations of chronic disease states that accompany aging.
Materials and methods generation of knock-out (KO) mice
All experimental procedures described were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) at Stony Brook University and are in accordance with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals from the National Institutes of Health. The generation of astrocyteselective HIF-1α and HIF-2α KO mice was previously described. 71 Mice expressing Cre recombinase directed by the glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) promoter (B6. Cg-Tg(Gfap-Cre) 73 .12Mvs /J, stock no: 012886) 76 and mice homozygous of loxP-flanked HIF-1α (B6.129-Hif1α tm3Rsjo /J, stock no: 007561) 77 and HIF-2α (also known as endothelial PAS domain-containing protein 1 [EPAS1]) (STOCK Epas1 tm1Mcs /J, stock no: 008407) 70 alleles were purchased from the Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME, USA). To generate astrocyte-selective HIF KOs, GFAP-Cre Transgenic (Tg) mice were first bred to HIF Fl/Fl mice. The obtained GFAP-Cre Tg/HIF Fl/WT mice were further crossed with mice carrying the same floxed HIF alleles (HIF-1α
Fl/Fl or HIF-2α Fl/Fl ) to finally achieve the complete deletion of both HIF alleles, resulting in GFAP-Cre Tg/HIF-1α
Fl/Fl (referred to as GFAP-Cre+/ HIF-1α
Fl/Fl ) and GFAP-Cre Tg/HIF-2α Fl/Fl (referred to as GFAP-Cre+/HIF-2α Fl/Fl ). Wild type (WT) (C57BL6J, stock no: 000664) was also purchased from the Jackson Laboratory and bred as control and is referred to as C57.
genotyping
Genomic DNA was isolated from tail biopsies collected at 21 days of age using the DNeasy genomic DNA isolation kit (Qiagen NV, Venlo, the Netherlands) following the procedure described by the manufacturer. The following primers were used in PCRs to detect the Cre transgene, 5′-GCG GTCTGGCAGTAAAAACTATC-3′ and 5′-GTGAAA CAGCATTGCTGTCACTT-3′; internal positive control, 5′-CTAGGCCACAGAATTGAAAGATCT-3′ and 5′-GTAG GTGGAAATTCTAGCATCATCC-3′; HIF-1α wild-type or floxed allele, 5′-TGCATGTGTATGGGTGTTTTG-3′ and 5′-GAAAACTGTCTGTAACTTCATTTCC-3′; and HIF-2α wild-type or floxed allele, 5′-GAGAGCAGCTTCTCCTG GAA-3′ and 5′-TGTAGGCAAGGAAACCAAGG-3′. The PCR products were visualized on a 3% agarose gel containing 
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Astrocyte HIF-2α is involved in synaptic function upon hypoxia 0.01% ethidium bromide. The expected PCR product sizes are as follows: Cre Tg, 100 bp; internal positive control, 324 bp; HIF-1α wild type, 100 bp; HIF-1α-floxed mutant, 120 bp; HIF-2α wild type, 182 bp; and HIF-2α-floxed mutant, 220 bp.
Hypoxic exposure
The exposure to 12% O 2 was carefully chosen. In adult rats, 12% O 2 results in a pO 2 ≈ 62 Torr. 78 Assuming a normal alveolar-arterial (A-a) gradient, using the alveolar gas equation 79 in healthy volunteers, demonstrated that exposure to 12% O 2 yields Hgb-SaO 2 in the range of 85-93%. Individuals with systemic diseases accompanied by hypoxia frequently experience this level of hypoxia chronically, intermittently, and acutely. [80] [81] [82] [83] This mild-moderate level of hypoxia elicits cognitive failure even in healthy young individuals. 17, 84 Finally, exposure to 12% O 2 , for a period of 6 hours, produces a robust increase in HIF expression in brain tissue.
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Morphology and hematocrit measurements
Body and wet organ weights were measured in male animals at 3-6 months of age immediately after euthanasia. Hematocrit was measured in males of the same age from blood samples taken immediately following euthanasia. Blood was collected in EDTA vacutainers, where blood was drawn into a standard hematocrit capillary tube, sealed with clay, and centrifuged.
Behavioral phenotyping
All protocols were performed in accordance with University Laboratory Animal Resources guidelines and were approved by the IACUC. Mice were housed in a 12-hour light-dark cycled, temperature-controlled room, with freely available food and water. Experiments were conducted during the light phase between 8 am and 6 pm. Male mice, aged 3-4 months, in five groups, such as C57B6J, GFAP-Cre-/HIF-1α
Fl/Fl , GFAP-Cre+/HIF-1α
Fl/Fl , GFAP-Cre-/HIF-2α Fl/Fl , and GFAP-Cre+/HIF-2α Fl/Fl , underwent the following behavioral analyses. Evaluators were blinded to group during testing.
Open-field (OF) testing
OF measures baseline exploratory behavior and general activity. The OF apparatus is constructed of gray plastic (45 cm ×45 cm ×40 cm; Coulbourn Instruments, Whitehall, PA, USA). A personal compurter-linked overhead video camera (LifeCam Studio™ Webcam; Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA) positioned above the apparatus recorded each 10-minute trial. Total path distance, average speed, center, middle, and outer time were analyzed using the HVS Image software (Mountain View, CA, USA).
rotarod (rr) testing
The RR apparatus tests motor function and coordination and may offer insight into motor activity/coordination and learning, as animals can improve their ability to stay on the rotating drum with repeated trials. The apparatus comprises a rotating drum (Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA, USA), which is accelerated from 4 to 40 revolutions per minute over the course of 10 minutes. Each mouse was placed individually on a drum, and the time to falling from the drum was recorded as latency (seconds). Three trials were conducted per day, for 3 consecutive days.
Passive avoidance (Pa) learning paradigm
Learning was examined using a PA fear motivated paradigm, which requires activation of the hippocampus, as well as the amygdala and perirhinal cortex. 88 The apparatus used for this test (Ugo Basile SRL, Varese, Italy) employs a standard light and dark chamber. Because mice prefer the dark, they move into the dark box when placed in the light box. When the animal moves into the dark side of the box, a foot shock (0.3 mA × 3 seconds) was delivered. Latency is recorded automatically.
The PA paradigm tests contextual fear and learning that associates with place and the shock. This paradigm creates a robust memory trace in a single training evolution. Animals were moved to laboratory 30 minutes prior to experimentation. On day 1, animals underwent a habituation trial in the PA apparatus during which they were allowed to freely move between the light and dark sides of the box. On day 2, they were again placed in the light side of the box and the time it took for them to enter the dark side was measured. On entry into the dark side, animals received a 3 second, 0.3 mA foot shock. Immediately following the foot shock, animals were returned to their cages and placed within either a room air (21% O 2 ) or a 12% O 2 environment in the BioSpherix (Redfield, NY, USA) chamber, for a period of 6 hours. After exposure to air or hypoxia, all animals recovered at 21% O 2 until testing on day 3. On day 3 (24 hours after the foot shock or 18 hours after recovery from the air or hypoxia exposures), animals were tested for recall. Animals were again placed in the light side of the box, and the time to enter the dark side of the box was measured. A limit upon time to enter the dark side was placed at 300 seconds. 
Data acquisition
Data analysis
Initial analysis of LTP data was conducted in Clampfit 10.4 (Molecular Devices LLC). The slope of fEPSP (20-80% level of the falling phase) was measured. Experiments were excluded from the experimental data set if: 1) the baseline was unstable (variability >±20%), 2) the stimulation did not result in ≥ 20% increase in fEPSP slope, lasting for at least 60 minutes, and free of drift ≥ 20%, or 3) the fEPSP amplitude was <1 mV.
Primary mouse astrocyte cultures
Neonatal mice (postnatal days 1-3) were decapitated, cortices were dissected, and meninges were removed. Cortices were then minced and dissociated in papain and plated on polyd-lysine (PDL)-coated flasks in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS and penicillin-streptomycin (regular growth media). After three media changes every 3 days, oligodendrocytes and microglia were eliminated via mechanical agitation as previously described. 89 Astrocytes were then trypsinized and plated in PDL-coated tissue culture dishes for experiments in regular growth media. Cells were maintained at 37°C in a 7.5% CO 2 , 95% air incubator (20% O 2 ). Hypoxia was controlled using the ProOx 110 tissue culture system (BioSpherix).
Protein lysate preparation and immunoblotting
Immediately after exposure, cells were quickly washed in ice-cold PBS and lysed in boil buffer (20 mM Tris, pH 7.4, 1% sodium dodecyl sulfate, protease and phosphatase inhibitors; EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA). Boil buffer was heated to 95°C and added immediately to cells. Scraped cells in buffer were placed in a 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube and heated for 15 minutes at 95°C. A sample aliquot was isolated for protein concentration measurement using the Bradford protein assay (Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc., Hercules, CA, USA). Eight percent SDS-PAGE gels were used to resolve HIF-1α and HIF-2α proteins, and membranes were incubated with either anti-HIF-1α or anti-HIF-2α antibodies (AF1935 or AF2997; R&D Systems, Inc., Minneapolis, MN, USA), at 1:500, overnight at 4°C. The loading control antibody, anti-p115 (cat no: 612261 at 1:1000; BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA), was coincubated with anti-HIF antibody. Antibodies detecting Cre recombinase were purchased (cat no: 69050; EMD Millipore) and used at 1:1000, while GFAP (cat no: Z0334; Dako Denmark A/S, Glostrup, Denmark) was also used at 1:1000. Enhanced chemiluminescence reagents (PN: 826-13460; LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln, NE, USA) were used as a detection system. The blot was visualized using a C-DiGit imaging system (LI-COR Biosciences). Densitometry was measured using the Image Studio™ software (LI-COR Biosciences).
qrT-Pcr
Immediately after normoxic or hypoxic exposure, cells were lysed with 350 mL of the PureLink RNA Mini Kit lysis buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) supplemented with β-mercaptoethanol and scraped and collected into 1.5 mL tubes. Samples were frozen at -80°C until they were processed for RNA extraction using the manufacturer's protocol, in addition to DNase I treatment for the removal of genomic DNA contamination. The SuperScript III First-Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit was then used to synthesize cDNA, of which 15 ng was loaded into reactions using TaqMan assay probes and Fast TaqMan Master Mix. All targets were normalized to 18S rRNA. TaqMan probes were as follows: glucose transporter 1 (Glut-1), Mm00441480_m1; pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase-1 (PDK-1), Mm00554300_m1; lactate dehydrogenase 
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Astrocyte HIF-2α is involved in synaptic function upon hypoxia A (LDHA), Mm01612132_g1; monocarboxylate transporter 1 (MCT-4), Mm00525195_m1; EPO, Mm00433126_m1; and 18S, Mm03928990_g1.
Dna recombination
DNA from brain, liver, and kidney from C57B6J, GFAP-Crenegative and -positive HIF-1α, and HIF-2α-floxed animals was extracted with the Qiagen DNeasy kit according to the manufacturer's protocol. A total of 25 ng of genomic DNA was amplified by multiplex PCR with primers to distinguish the WT-, 2-loxP-, and Cre-mediated recombinationgenerated 1-loxP alleles. Primer sequences are as follows: HIF-1α F1, 5′-TTGGGGATGAAAACATCTGC-3′; F2, 5′-GCAGTTAAGAGCACTAGTTG-3′; and R, 5′-GGAGC TATCTCTCTAGACC-3′. The product sizes are as follows: HIF-1α 1-lox allele, 270 bp; 2-lox allele, 260 bp; and WT allele, 240 bp. Primer sequences are as follows: HIF-2α F1, 5′-CAGGCAGTATGCCGCTAATTCCAGTT-3′; F2, 5′-CTTCTTCCATCATGGGATCTGGGACT-3′; and R, 5′-GCTAACACTGTACAAAGAGTAGC-3′. The product sizes are as follows: HIF-2α 1-lox allele, 360 bp; 2-lox allele, 460 bp; and WT allele, 430 bp.
Immunofluorescence
Mice were transcardially perfused with PBS followed by 10% PBS-buffered formalin (Sigma-Aldrich Co., St Louis, MO, USA), and the brain was embedded in paraffin following standard procedure. For immunofluorescent staining, 5 µm sections were rehydrated in an ethanol series and subjected to microwave antigen retrieval with citrate buffer (HK087-20K; BioGenex, Fremont, CA, USA). Sections were blocked for nonspecific binding with 10% normal goat serum (Thermo Fisher Scientific) at room temperature (RT) for 1 hour before undergoing incubation with primary antibodies. Rabbit anti-Cre (1:100 in PBS with 3% BSA; cat no: PRB-106P; Covance, Princeton, NJ, USA) and mouse anti-GFAP monoclonal (1:800, cat no: MAB360; EMD Millipore) antibodies were used to detect Cre recombinase and endogenous GFAP, respectively. Primary antibody incubation was carried out overnight at 4°C. After washing with Tris Buffered SalineTween 20 (TBST), sections were incubated with secondary Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated goat antirabbit and Alexa Fluor 555 goat antimouse antibodies (both from Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 1 hour at RT in the dark. Nuclei were counterstained with DAPI (Sigma-Aldrich Co.). Confocal fluorescent images were obtained by a Zeiss LSM 510 NLO confocal scan head mounted on a Zeiss Axiovert 200M on an inverted-based microscope.
apoptosis analysis
After the 6-hour hypoxic exposure, a subset of n=3 animals were either immediately perfused or returned to room air for 18 hours before undergoing perfusion. Animals were perfused with PBS followed by 10% buffered formalin. After the brains were removed, they were postfixed for 24 hours in 10% buffered formalin before being switched to 70% ethanol. Brains were then grossly prepped, processed, and paraffinembedded. Five-micron thick sections were cut upon identification of the hippocampus and then affixed onto slides. The slides were then processed for immunohistochemistry where the slides were de-paraffinized in xylene and rehydrated in ethanol. The tissues were then immersed in a Coplin jar with citrate buffer and pressure cooked at 120°C for 10 minutes for antigen retrieval. The tissues were then washed with water and treated with 1% hydrogen peroxide for 5 minutes to block endogenous peroxidase signal. Subsequently, the tissues were blocked with 5% horse serum for 5 minutes and then overlaid with anti-CC3 antibody (#9661; Cell Signaling, Danvers, MA, USA) at 1:3000 in blocking solution (Dako Denmark A/S) overnight in a humid chamber at 4°C. The next day, the slides were washed in TBST and incubated with biotinylated antirabbit secondary at 1:3000 (Vector Labs, Burlingame, CA, USA) for 30 minutes at RT in blocking solution, followed with avidin-biotin complex for 30 minutes at RT. The tissues were then stained with light hematoxylin for 10 minutes and washed and cover slipped with mounting media. Images from the slides were taken at 5× using a true color camera on a Leica microscope. Representative images are insets cropped from original 5× images from one of the three animals analyzed per condition. Positive control tissue was derived from a postnatal day 8 pup injected with 10% ethanol and treated for 8 hours as per Olney et al. 90 
statistical analysis
Sample sizes were estimated in the following manner. Although considered an excellent screening test for learning performance, PA testing is reported to be associated with a considerable variance in latency. 91 Early trials in our laboratory indeed confirmed this variability. We therefore established our sample size for this measure, based on having sufficient power to detect a difference (D) between air and hypoxic exposures in any one genotype, where the standard deviation (s) was 1.5 (D). Using α=0.05, 80% power and a two-way ANOVA, we would require n = 3 mice/group. Lacking empirical data for the LTP studies, we estimated the range of sample sizes required to detect a difference (D), where s=0.5-1.0 (D), using α=0.05, and 
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leiton et al a two-way ANOVA. Sample sizes 6-17/group would be required to obtain the power of 0.80. We therefore settled on sample sizes 8-12/group for these studies. For all other supportive studies, sample sizes 6-8/group were empirically chosen, assuming s=0.5 (D), offering a power of 0.8-1.0, with P=0.05.
Parametric data were analyzed using the unpaired, twotailed Student's t-test. Nonparametric data were analyzed by Wilcoxon rank-sum test. Analysis of PA testing requires special treatment, as in this test, a ceiling of 300 seconds was used. For data with a ceiling or cutoff such as this, the most appropriate approach employs multivariable Cox proportional hazard modeling. 92 ], days 1-3, and the group-day interaction). All analyses were performed using JMP® 9.02 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA).
Results
generation of KOs
We generated astrocyte HIF-1α-and HIF-2α-floxed or KO mice using a GFAP promoter-driven Cre recombination from commercially available mice (maintained on a C57B6/J background; used as a background control and referred to as C57). Mice expressing GFAP promoter-driven Cre recombinase were crossed with loxP-flanked HIF-1α or HIF-2α allele carrying animals, yielding HIF-1α or HIF-2α deletion to generate either GFAP-Cre-/HIF-1α or GFAP-Cre+/HIF-2α Fl/Fl mice, of which the GFAP-Creanimals constituted the littermate, nonrecombined, floxed controls and the GFAP-Cre+ constituted the KO animals in GFAP-expressing cells. DNA recombination analysis confirmed the brain-specific excision of the HIF-1α and HIF-2α alleles ( Figure 1A ). We further detected Cre recombinase expression in GFAP-Cre+/HIF-1α
Fl/Fl and GFAP-Cre+/HIF-2α
Fl/Fl but not in GFAP-Cre-/HIF-1α Fl/Fl and GFAP-Cre-/ HIF-2α
Fl/Fl littermate controls ( Figure 1B ). Acute chronic hypoxic challenge (0.1% O 2 for 6 hours) of primary cultured cortical astrocytes from each genotype demonstrated near complete HIF reduction in astrocytes isolated from both GFAP-Cre+/HIF-1α
Fl/Fl and GFAP-Cre+/HIF-2α Fl/Fl , as little to no HIF-1α or HIF-2α protein was observed upon hypoxic exposure, respectively, and no compensation or off-target effects on the isoform not targeted for deletion was observed ( Figure 1C ). These results provide evidence that the HIF-1α and HIF-2α are adequately depleted from GFAP-expressing cells in the brain.
Morphologic phenotyping
Morphologic phenotyping for all strains revealed that gross appearance was similar (Figure 2A) . Moreover, body (n=29-43/group) and organ (n=8-24/group) weights were comparable ( Figure 2B ). The single exception is the increased spleen weight in GFAP-Cre-/HIF-2α
Fl/Fl animals, when compared with the GFAP-Cre+/HIF-2α
Fl/Fl littermates and C57. There was no significant difference in spleen weight between GFAP-Cre+/HIF-2α
Fl/Fl and C57. Hematocrit was modestly lower in GFAP-Cre+/HIF-2α
Fl/Fl and GFAP-Cre-/HIF-2α
Fl/Fl than C57. Hematocrit also showed a modest but significant difference between GFAP-Cre+/ HIF-2α
Fl/Fl and GFAP-Cre-/HIF-2α Fl/Fl mice. These results are supported by previous work where no changes were found between C57 and GFAP-Cre-/HIF-1α
Fl/Fl and GFAPCre-/HIF-2α
Fl/Fl animals. 71 
Behavioral phenotyping
In addition to functioning during pathological hypoxia, HIF1/2 has been described to regulate embryonic development, 27 as well as neural stem cell survival and differentiation 93, 94 during development. To determine if HIF-1α or HIF-2α KOs resulted in any neurodevelopmental delay that may affect performance on behavioral tests, we performed behavioral phenotyping at baseline (no prior shock or hypoxic stimuli) by measuring performance in the following three tests: OF, RR, and PA.
The OF apparatus is best known as a test of general activity measured by total path, locomotor activity measured by speed, and anxiety measured by time in center/time near wall (outer zone). OF total path length and speed ( Figure 3A and B) differed significantly among GFAP-Cre-/HIF-1α 
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Astrocyte HIF-2α is involved in synaptic function upon hypoxia Fl/Fl or HiF-2α Fl/Fl animals. astrocytes were exposed to 21% or 0.1% O 2 for 6 hours and lysed and assessed for the expression of HiF-1α, HiF-2α, cre recombinase (cre), gFaP, and p115 proteins. gFaP was detected as a marker for astrocytes, and p115, an endoplasmic reticulum-expressing protein, was used as a loading control. Quantitative analysis of HiF-1α and HiF-2α proteins was normalized to p115-loading control and plotted as a fold change relative to the respective cre-negative control at 21% O 2 (mean ± se, n=6-8/group). *P<0.05. all statistical analyses were carried out in comparison to the respective gFaP-cre-control at 21% O 2 . Abbreviations: AU, arbitrary units; B, brain; bp, base pairs; GFAP, glial fibrillary acidic protein; K, kidney; L, liver; WT, wild type. center middle and outer zones when tested within groups ( Figure 3A-D) . Nor were there any significant differences in any of these measurements between HIF-1α
Fl/Fl or HIF-2α
Fl/Fl
KOs. OF analyses further revealed no significant differences between any group in the percentage of time spent in the center middle or outer zone ( Figure 3C and D) . Together, Fl/Fl perform at lower speeds than C57 ( Figure  3B ), resulting in a reduced path length ( Figure 3A) , but demonstrate no difference in anxiety levels, as assessed by the percentage of time spent in the center and outer zones ( Figure 3C and D) .
To extend these findings to a second assessment, we used the RR apparatus, which tests for challenged motor activity, learning, and fitness (see "Materials and methods" section). While latency differed significantly between all HIF-Cre-negative controls and HIF KOs when compared with C57 ( Figure 4A ), there were no significant differences when tested within groups. Furthermore, there were no significant differences in latency between GFAP-Cre+/HIF-1α
Fl/ Fl and GFAP-Cre+/HIF-2α
Fl/Fl mice. RR measurements also revealed no within-or between-group differences in maximal rotational speed on days 1 and 3 of testing ( Figure 4B ). Only GFAP-Cre+/HIF-1α
Fl/Fl demonstrated a difference in speed from C57 and to its Cre-negative control, which occurred on day 2 only.
Analysis of improvement in peak latency from days 1 to 3 on the RR apparatus revealed no differences in the rate of learning between groups, as depicted by the nearly parallel slopes of all groups ( Figure 4C-F Figure 4A , indicated by *) but not in GFAP-Cre+/HIF-1α
Fl/Fl (P=0.19) when compared with C57. There was no significant difference between GFAPCre+/HIF-2α
Fl/Fl and GFAP-Cre+/HIF-1α Fl/Fl in peak latency on day 3 (P=0.16) nor peak speed (P=0.051, Figure 4A and B). In general, GFAP-Cre+/HIF-2α
Fl/Fl performed at significantly reduced latencies and speeds relative to C57 throughout days 1-3 of testing and relative to GFAP-Cre+/HIF-1α
Fl/Fl on day 2. Taken together, these results suggest that HIF-1α and HIF-2α KOs are similar in mobility and have similar motor ability as indicated by RR performance. 
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We next assessed learning ability using the PA apparatus, a chamber divided into light (illuminated) and dark (nonilluminated) compartments. A single animal placed into the light compartment will normally follow its instinct to enter the dark compartment and, where upon an aversive stimulus (foot shock), will learn to avoid the dark chamber despite the habitual tendency ( Figure 5A ). We tested all animal groups at baseline and found no significant difference in latency between GFAP-Cre-/HIF-1α
Fl/Fl and GFAP-Cre+/ HIF-1α
Fl/Fl when compared with C57 ( Figure 5B ). Latency was diminished in GFAP-Cre-/HIF-2α
Fl/Fl and GFAP-Cre+/ HIF-2α
Fl/Fl compared to C57 ( Figure 5B) ; however, performance within the two strains was not significant. Thus, there was no evidence that HIF-1α or HIF-2α KO in astrocytes resulted in a significant neurodevelopmental delay in any of the KOs when compared with respective GFAP-Cre-negative littermates in the tests we performed. With this information in hand, we consolidated our studies to C57, GFAP-Cre+/ HIF-1α
Fl/Fl , and GFAP-Cre+/HIF-2α Fl/Fl and conducted between-group analyses, as we observed that the HIF-α KOs performed equally well as control littermates at baseline, indicating that the absence of each HIF-α isoform does not explain the control and KO differences observed relative to C57. With the knowledge of these between-group differences in performance at baseline, we then also performed withingroup analysis of the impact of hypoxia on the consolidated groups.
astrocyte HiF-2α, but not HiF-1α, supports learning under mild-moderate hypoxia
To determine the contribution of astrocyte HIF proteins on learning upon mild-moderate hypoxia, the PA performance of each genotype upon exposure to either 21% O 2 (room air) or 12% O 2 ( Figure 6A ) was modeled in Cox proportional hazard curves of latency (seconds) by task success rate in each genotype ( Figure 6B ). This analysis demonstrates that exposure to 12% O 2 impaired learning in all groups, even in C57. However, the magnitude of the impact of 12% O 2 upon learning was greatest and only significant in the GFAP-Cre+/ HIF-2α
Fl/Fl group, P=0.015 ( Figure 6C , blue lines). Importantly, no animals died following the hypoxic exposures.
astrocyte HiF-2α, but not HiF-1α, supports lTP under mild-moderate hypoxia
To determine if the performance differences in the PA test were due to altered synaptic function in the GFAP-Cre+/ HIF-2α
Fl/Fl mice upon hypoxic challenge, we tested LTP. C57, GFAP-Cre+/HIF-1α
Fl/Fl , and GFAP-Cre+/HIF-2α 1  2  3  1  2  3  1  2  3  1  2  3  1  2  3  1  2  3   1  2  3  1  2  3  1  2  3  1  2  3  1  2  3  1  2  3 GFAP-Cre Figure  7B and D) . However, LTP was significantly reduced in the GFAP-Cre+/HIF-2α
Fl/Fl hypoxia-treated animals (6 hours 12% O 2 , 146±8%, n=8 slices vs 21% O 2 , 193±10%, n=9 slices; P<0.0001) ( Figure 7C and D) . Interestingly, LTP in GFAP-Cre+/HIF-2α
Fl/Fl (193±10%) was significantly higher in 21% O 2 -treated animals than in C57 (151±6%; P≤0.0002) or GFAP-Cre+/HIF-1α
Fl/Fl (137±7%; P≤0.0002). Taken together, the PA and LTP results demonstrate an effect of astrocyte HIF-2α but not HIF-1α in supporting learning and synaptic plasticity under mild-moderate hypoxia.
To determine whether this effect upon learning or LTP was due to cell death elicited by hypoxia, C57, GFAP-Cre+/ HIF-1α Fl/Fl , and GFAP-Cre+/HIF-2α
Fl/Fl mice were exposed to 3 seconds, 0.3 mA foot shock, and immediately placed in either room air or 12% O 2 for 6 hours. After the 6-hour exposure, the animals were either euthanized at 6 hours, or kept at 21% O 2 for 18 hours for recovery, and then euthanized at the end of the 18 hours (24 hours total postfoot shock) ( Figure 8A ). Brains were immunohistochemically processed for the detection of cleaved caspase-3 (CC3) to determine if apoptosis had occurred in the CA1 region of the hippocampus. Distinct cellular puncta discriminate the CC3-positive cells in the CA1 region of the hippocampus in positive control brain tissue ( Figure 8B , red arrows). In addition, widespread cell death in the surrounding cortical and dentate tissue is positive for CC3, a definitive sign of cell death. The same tissue treated with no primary anti-CC3 antibody and only biotinylated antirabbit secondary served as the negative control. In this condition, no noticeable cell death is identifiable in any areas of the hippocampus or surrounding cortex. Similarly, CC3-positive cells and puncta were not identified or detected in any of the C57, GFAP-Cre+/HIF-1α Fl/Fl , and GFAP-Cre+/HIF-2α
Fl/Fl tissues, in any of the hypoxic or room air conditions tested at the 6-and 24-hour time points in the CA1 region or any of the areas observed on the tissue processed ( Figure 8C ). We qualitatively assessed cell death in the same manner in other more rostral and caudal regions of the brain and also did not identify cell death (data not shown). It is unlikely that necrosis occurred as there were no signs of tissue degeneration, debris, and leukocyte infiltration and as necrosis would only be expected as a result of ischemia due to chronic and/or prolonged hypoxic exposure that was not the case in this experimental exposure. This indicates that 12% O 2 exposure is not sufficient to induce cell death and that this mechanism does not play a role in the cognitive deficiency exhibited by GFAP-Cre+/HIF-2α
HiF-1α, but not HiF-2α, mediates the expression of lactate metabolism regulating gene transcripts in astrocytes upon hypoxia
To determine the underlying basis of the observed impaired learning and LTP in GFAP-Cre+/HIF-2α
Fl/Fl mice, we looked for mechanisms through which HIF-2α could potentially disrupt synaptic function. The astrocyte-neuron lactate shuttle (ANLS) is a key metabolic pathway that serves to 
Notes:
The Pa test consists of a light and dark chamber. animals are placed into the chamber in the light side but quickly move into the dark side due to habitual preference for the dark. (A) schematic representation depicting the protocol, where on day 1, animals are allowed to roam freely in the dark and light sides to habituate. On training day (day 2), they were placed in the light side, and when they enter the dark side, they are given a foot shock. On testing day (day 3), testing is done where the time to enter the dark side is calculated as latency. animals were exposed to normoxic conditions (21% O 2 ) at all times. (B) latency during the Pa paradigm is plotted for the five groups. Differences in performance between GFAPcre-/HiF-1α provide neurons with lactate, a necessary energy source to maintain normal LTP. 95 This mechanism links the breakdown of glucose absorbed through the vasculature by receiving astrocytes through the Glut-1. Glucose then enters glycolysis, is intermediately processed into pyruvate, and is then metabolized into lactate by LDHA. Lactate is then shuttled into the extracellular space via MCT-4 and quickly taken up by neurons for use in many key energy-requiring functions involved in synaptic function. Interestingly, the expression of the transporters and enzymes responsible for the conversion of absorbed glucose into lactate is directly regulated by the HIF transcription factors, raising the question of whether HIF-2α null animals may have altered LTP at least in part due to insufficient metabolic support at the synapse upon hypoxia.
We preliminarily tested this hypothesis by assessing the transcript expression of ANLS signatures upon acute chronic hypoxic exposure in primary astrocytes via the following two approaches: 1) astrocytes isolated from GFAP-Cre-negative or -positive HIF-1α
Fl/Fl or HIF-2α Fl/Fl (as described in Figure  1C and D) and 2) knock-down of HIF-1α, HIF-2α, or both in primary WT astrocytes using siRNAs. The first approach would allow us to test cells derived from the animal model tested and these results would be complemented by information about the contribution of both isoforms upon simultaneous knock-down in the second approach ( Figure 9A) .
Assessment of glucose and lactate transporters (Glut-1 and MCT-4), PDK-1 (inhibitor of pyruvate dehydrogenase), and LDHA showed a trend in which they appeared to be regulated by HIF-1α and not HIF-2α ( Figure 9B and C) , sug- Figure 6 HiF-2α knock-out in gFaP-expressing cells results in impaired learning. Notes: (A) similar to the testing protocol described in Figure 5a , animals are habituated on day 1. On testing day (day 2), animals are given a foot shock when they enter the dark compartment and are immediately exposed to either air (21% O 2 ) or hypoxia (12% O 2 ) for 6 hours. a total of 24 hours after training (day 3), they are tested for the time to enter the dark side (latency). (B) Bar graphs and scatter plots depicting mean latency per group at 21% O 2 (dark gray bars) vs 12% O 2 (light gray bars). a ceiling latency of 300 seconds was enforced. The mean latency for c57 was at 21% O 2 =202±119 and at 12% O 2 =188±106, that for gFaP-cre+/HiF-1α
Fl/Fl was at 21% O 2 =240±85 and at 12% O 2 =199±120, and that for gFaP-cre+/HiF-2α
Fl/Fl at 21% O 2 =124±113 and at 12% O 2 =71±90. (C) cox proportional hazard analysis of mean latency for c57 (black), gFaP-cre+/HiF-1α
Fl/Fl (red), and gFaP-cre+/HiF-2α Fl/Fl (blue) was 21% O 2 (solid lines) vs 12% O 2 (dashed lines) (n=37/group). Only the risk ratio comparison between 21% O 2 and 12% O 2 within the gFaP-cre+/HiF-2α
Fl/Fl group (blue) showed statistical significance (*P=0.015). Abbreviation: GFAP, glial fibrillary acidic protein. 
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Astrocyte HIF-2α is involved in synaptic function upon hypoxia Figure 7 lTP is altered upon hypoxic exposure in gFaP-cre+/HiF-2α Fl/Fl mice. Notes: Hippocampal slices recovered from animals after exposure to 6 hours of either 21% (colored shape) or 12% O 2 (empty shape). fePsP slope is plotted as the percentage of mean fePsP baseline (mean ± sD) for (A) c57 (triangle), (B) gFaP-cre+/HiF-1α
Fl/Fl (square), (C) gFaP-cre+/HiF-2α Fl/Fl (circle), and (D) all. The mean lTP during the 50-60 minutes period after tetanus was compared within groups. inset: representative traces from animals exposed to 21% O 2 (left) or 6 hours of 12% O 2 (right), recorded immediately before and after LTP induction. Scale bars: 2 mV, 10 ms. Hypoxia did not significantly change LTP in C57 mice (147±4% in 12% O 2 , n=10 slices, 10 mice, vs 151±6% in 21% O 2 , n=10 slices, 11 mice; P>0.06) or gFaP-cre+/HiF-1α
Fl/Fl mice (137±7% in 12% O 2 , n=10 slices, 10 mice, exposure to 21% O 2 , vs 133±6% at 21% O 2 , n=11 slices, 11 mice, P=0.15). in gFaP-cre+/HiF-2α
Fl/Fl mice, LTP is significantly reduced in slices from animals exposed to 6 hours of 12% O 2 compared with slices from animals maintained in 21% O 2 (146±8% in 12% O 2 , n=8 slices, eight mice, vs 193±10% at 21% O 2 , n=9 slices, nine mice, P<0.0001). Abbreviations: fEPSP, field excitatory postsynaptic potential; GFAP, glial fibrillary acidic protein; LTP, long-term potentiation. A secondary antibody only control shows no background or nonspecific staining. (C) animals exposed for 6 hours of 21% O 2 or 12% O 2 show no cc3 detection 18 hours after exposure, demonstrating that apoptosis was not induced. Tissues were also analyzed at 6 hours after the exposure and also showed no detectable cc3 staining (not shown). n=3 per condition. images at 5× magnification, followed by insets indicated by dashed areas at 20× magnification. Scale bars =200 µm. Abbreviations: CC3, cleaved caspase-3; GFAP, glial fibrillary acidic protein; IHC, immunohistochemistry. gesting that insufficient metabolic adaptation in the HIF-2α null animals may not be the cause of the observed learning and LTP impairment. The potent trophic and angiogenic stimulator, EPO, has been linked to memory function through its role in LTP enhancement. 96 Furthermore, astrocytes have been shown to be the main producers of EPO in the brain and EPO is a hypoxia response gene, the expression of which is regulated by the HIF transcription factors. Astrocytes have been shown to elevate EPO levels in a HIF-2α-dependent mechanism. 53 For this reason, we tested whether EPO expression is affected in knock-down or KO of HIF transcription factors in astrocytes upon hypoxic challenge in culture. We found that both HIF-1 and HIF-2 knock-down or KO resulted in a decreased EPO transcription, although the changes did not reach significance ( Figure 9B and C). 
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Astrocyte HIF-2α is involved in synaptic function upon hypoxia This suggests that EPO may also not be the main cause of the observed learning deficit in the GFAP-Cre+/HIF-2α Fl/Fl mice.
Discussion
In this study, we have uncovered a novel role for the astrocyte hypoxic response in supporting synaptic plasticity and learning under mild hypoxic stress. This, in combination with prior documentation that HIF activity declines with aging, and the fact that aging is accompanied by disease processes that accelerate hypoxic stress, point to the potentially critical role that astrocyte HIF may play in promoting impaired cognitive performance with aging, highlighting the importance of additional work to understand this phenomenon. The goal of this study's experimental design was to mimic the loss of astrocyte HIF activity to model loss of HIF activity, as has been observed during aging, and to determine how this affects cognitive function. We first investigated how animals performed using baseline behavioral testing and found significant decreases in speed and path length in both HIF-1α and HIF-2α controls and KOs relative to C57 in the OF test, but no significant differences in time spent in the center or outer zone, suggesting no differences in anxiety-like behavior. The RR test results also showed that the HIF-1α and HIF-2α controls and KO animals displayed decreased performance relative to C57 but did not show differences in the rate of learning over the 3-day testing period. It is possible that the deficit in performance observed by the HIF-α control and KO animals on the RR test compared to C57 was due to the decreased speed observed. However, there was no change between the control and KO animals within groups. In the baseline measurements of the PA test, the GFAP-HIF-2α control and KO animals displayed significant decreased latencies relative to C57, but the KO was not different than the floxed control, indicating that HIF-2α depletion is not the cause for this.
With this information, we proceeded to determine how a modest hypoxic challenge, such as is presented to humans during acute exacerbations in heart or pulmonary failure, would affect learning. We found that only the HIF-2α KO group displayed deficient performance in the PA test, suggesting that the response to hypoxia in this animal group is altered. PA is a classic approach for the study of episodic memory, 97 yet is far from complete in its ability to assess the multiple aspects of memory. However, the PA test is considered a valid testing paradigm with which to start one's investigation 98 and provides valuable information about learning capacity. As we have observed locomotor effects displayed by the HIF-2α control and KO animals, future studies could take advantage of the novel object recognition test, which is more likely to be free of biases based on mobility. 99 This test is ideal to assess whether the behavior observed in PA is a function of avoidance vs escape. 100 We hypothesized that the deficient PA performance by the GFAP-HIF-2α KOs could be at least in part explained by defective synaptic plasticity. We performed LTP induction studies and observed that both C57 and GFAP-HIF-1α showed nearly identical responses (fEPSP values) to LTP induction independent of O 2 exposure, suggesting their ability to sustain homeostatic synaptic plasticity during the hypoxic challenge. However, the GFAP-HIF-2α KO group presented the following two notable differences: 1) the fEPSP induction values were higher than those of C57 and GFAP-HIF-1α KO at 21% O 2 and 2) the induction upon 12% O 2 exposure was significantly decreased relative to 21% O 2 and was similar to that of C57 and GFAP-HIF-1α.
As HIF-2α is found maximally expressed at baseline in aging brains under normoxic conditions 46 but appears to be nonfunctional, GFAP-HIF-2α KO may be recapitulating an important LTP characteristic previously shown in aging, where enhanced LTP may be partly compensatory. 101 Interestingly, enhanced LTP is displayed in healthy aging and is associated with defective performance on several cognitive tests, [102] [103] [104] [105] suggesting that enhanced LTP does not just represent synaptic strengthening but potentially overexcitation or inadequate inhibitory signaling that could involve N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors. 101 These studies and our LTP results raise the consideration that perhaps defective cognitive functions in the aged are a result of disrupted synaptic functions that manifest as enhanced LTP for compensation. Further studies would require a more thorough characterization of both the excitatory and inhibitory circuits in addition to expanding to other regions of the brain to garner a more global assessment of astrocyte HIF function at baseline and upon hypoxia as a function of age.
If at 21% O 2 , loss of HIF-2α results in higher LTP induction, it points to a role for HIF-2α during normoxia. While HIF-2α functions during normoxia have not yet been reported, they have been for HIF-1α. 106 We did not detect HIF-2α in astrocytes grown in culture during normoxia. However, whether HIF-2α functions during normoxia in vivo is unknown and could occur due to local changes in oxygen consumption and availability or any of the mechanisms previously described for HIF-1α that include dysregulation 
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Astrocyte HIF-2α is involved in synaptic function upon hypoxia of HIF degradation enzymes (prolyl hydroxylases and von Hippel-Lindau factor) or conferred post-translational modifications. 107, 108 This also suggests that an experimental model that mimics HIF-2α stabilization may complement and inform the current and future studies.
The LTP studies were conducted on hippocampal slices and provided insight about the function of astrocyte-HIF-2α in this brain region. While we know that the PA paradigm integrates circuit activation of the hippocampus, amygdala, perirhinal, and prefrontal cortices, 88 additional studies could probe astrocyte HIF functions in these other regions to gain a more global understanding of the pathways involved.
The expression pattern of HIF-1α, HIF-2α, and related gene targets within neurons and astrocytes may be co-dependent, with HIF and HIF-controlled target proteins synthesized in cells exerting a paracrine function 109 upon the other. Indeed, compensatory roles for both HIF-1α and HIF-2α have been described, 110, 111 raising the question of how neurons are compensating by activating their own HIF-response system and if this is also affected by aging. Additionally, the balance of HIF-1α vs HIF-2α expression may shift when one or the other is diminished; however, we did not identify this in primary astrocytes in culture. Nevertheless, HIF-2α is known to be stabilized at higher oxygen levels than HIF-1α in vitro, 112 has been shown to be active under mild hypoxia (~5% O 2 ), 113 and appears to drive responses to more chronic hypoxia. 38 Conversely, HIF-1α is most active during short periods (2-24 hours) of intense hypoxia (<0.1% O 2 ). This supports the notion that during moderate hypoxia, astrocyte HIF-2α may be the primary HIF isoform responsible for the adaptation and maintenance of cognitive performance.
Astrocyte HIF could modulate learning through its control over several mechanisms that would involve direct effects on synaptic plasticity. Neurovascular coupling [114] [115] [116] and the tripartite synapse 117 are instances in which the astrocyte integrates physical and chemical processes such as blood flow, 118 nutrient uptake and catabolism (ie, glucose), 119 and neurotransmitter recycling and synthesis 65 to directly support neuronal function. These, along with many other processes, have a molecular root in the programs mediated by HIF transcriptional effects. Cerebrovascular dynamics are an important aspect of neuronal function that is in part modulated by astrocytes through neurovascular coupling. 118 VEGF and EPO have been shown to regulate vascular dynamics in organ systems that include the CNS, 120 and astrocytes potentially use similar mechanisms in addition to others to perform this function. HIF can regulate NO-producing enzymes 121 and the expression of VEGF 83 and EPO, 122 all with the purpose to increase blood flow. It is therefore possible that some of these mechanisms are altered upon loss of HIF-2α in astrocytes. Astrocyte HIF may support learning under hypoxia in several ways, including trophic and metabolic mechanisms. HIF-2α is synthesized in all brain cells but appears to be predominantly synthesized within astrocytes, while HIF-1α is predominantly synthesized within neurons. 53 HIF-2α appears to exert greater control over EPO synthesis, 24 while neuronal HIF-1α may control its receptor, EPO-R. 24 EPO is one of the perhaps many HIF targets that may support synaptic plasticity and is one of the best studied. Supplemental EPO has been found to enhance memory in humans 123 and mice 96 under normoxia. Adamcio et al, 96 demonstrated a 25% increase in LTP in response to long-term systemic administration of EPO, under normoxia. In young rats exposed to chronic intermittent hypoxia, EPO reduced spatial learning deficits. 124, 125 EPO may support synaptic plasticity and memory through several mechanisms, which include enhanced BDNF synthesis and promoting CREB phosphorylation, both events which are crucial for synaptic plasticity, LTP, and long-term memory. [126] [127] [128] [129] [130] EPO has also been reported to be primarily controlled by HIF-2α in the brain, 53 kidney, and liver. 131, 132 We found, however, that both HIF-1α and HIF-2α had the ability to regulate the transcription of EPO, as EPO transcription was not eliminated by HIF-1α or HIF-2α KO, and EPO transcription was most severely suppressed in the presence of both HIF-1α and HIF-2α knockdown. Others have found that HIF-1α and HIF-2α bind to the hypoxia response elements on the EPO gene, 110, 133 supporting compensatory roles for both HIF-2α and HIF-1α in controlling EPO transcription. This suggests that the mechanism through which the astrocyte HIF-2α KO results in impaired LTP may be due to the lack of genes induced by HIF that HIF-1α cannot compensate for in the absence of HIF-1α.
One proposed mechanism could involve the contribution of HIF-2a to the support of protein synthesis under hypoxia. 134 Interestingly, astrocyte processes, the primary sites of contact between astrocytes and neurons/synapses, have been shown to regulate local translation resulting in the expression of necessary synaptogenic proteins (eg, Hevin and SPARC). 135 It is therefore possible that loss of astrocyte HIF-2α upon hypoxia results in depressed local protein synthesis and consequently attenuated expression of these necessary components, altering normal LTP and resulting in poor learning ability.
Finally, while the GFAP promoter is expressed most strongly in astrocytes, low levels of GFAP or GFAP-like immunoreactivity have been described in several other cell types, to include reactive retinal Muller cells, nonmyelinating submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Schwann cells, [136] [137] [138] and glial progenitor cells (radial glia) that give rise to astrocytes, neurons, and oligodendrocytes during development. [139] [140] [141] Embryonic expression of GFAP is first detected at E13.5-14.5 and is intensely expressed by E18.5. 142, 143 The GFAP-Cre-driven conditional model of HIF deletion that we employed was chosen based on findings that it produces animals at normal birth rates, with normal fertility, and with grossly normal behavior and normal life spans. 71 The strain of origin for the HIF-1α
Fl/Fl animals ([129×1/SvJ ×129S1/Sv] F1-Kitl<+>) and HIF-2α
Fl/Fl (129×1/SvJ) are similar, and both are maintained commercially on C57B6/J backgrounds. The lack of gross developmental abnormalities in this inducible model may be driven by low recombinase activity in cells that only weakly express GFAP. 144 We did not identify overt phenotypes such as those previously identified in the nestin-Cre HIF-1α KO, suggesting that the GFAP-Cre model employed does not KO HIF-1α in neural stem cells. 93 An alternate model employing an inducible GFAP-Cre-driven deletion was also considered. However, such inducible systems can display recombination rates as low as 30%. 140, 145 We characterized HIF expression in primary astrocytes derived from control and KO mice and found that, upon hypoxic challenge in vitro, only the untargeted HIF isoform was stabilized, confirming KO of the correct HIF target.
Conclusion
The key finding of this study is that learning impairment can occur under mild-moderate hypoxia when astrocyte HIF-2α activity is blunted, as occurs with aging. Of note, this occurs in the absence of hippocampal neuronal cell death. Thus, decreasing HIF activity with aging may be mechanistically linked to age-related cognitive impairment in a host of disease states accompanied by mild-moderate hypoxia.
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